A new hvbrid electrolyte VLE model is sussested. By extendins the theoretical Debye-Hiickel-Pitzer expressian with th; empiricai Redlich-Kister term, a highly flexible model has been developed which is well suited for repiesenting VLE behavior for specific systems. The system H20-HCl-MgC12 is accurately described in a temperature and concentration range of 273-423 K, O-30 mole% HCl and O-12 mole% MgC12.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper an electrolyte is interpreted as a mixture (solution) of ionic and molecular compounds. During the past 60 years several attemps have been made to obtain theoretical electrolyte activity models.
All of these models are based upon the wellknown Debye-Hiickel (1923) equation, which is commonly accepted as the "limiting law" expression for the activity of an ionic compound in a dielectric continum.
However, due to the very complex nature of electrolytes, none of these general models are capable of handling concentrated solutions.
To get a satisfactory activity prediction in a concentrated solution, Chen (1980) and Pitzer (1980) suggests that an electrolyte should be treated with a hybrid equation, e.g. as a sum of a pure ionic and a molecular model. The contribution from the ionic term will dominate in the diluted region (here the electrolyte is almost completely dissociated) and the molecular term in the Concentrated region. These kinds of equations have been shown to be very flexible.
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v+ are the number of cations (j+), and v-the number of anions (j-1 in one formula unit of j.
The activity of i and j may now be expressed in terms of the completely dissociated electrolyte mole fraction (xl and activity coefficients: 
One way to get an expression of the activity coefficients is to make a model of the excess Gibbs free energy for the mixture:
Partial differentiation with respect to a molecular component yields the activity coefficient according to eqn. (7):
Partial differentiation with respect to an ionic compound yields the mean ionic activity coefficient according to eqn. (8):
Equation (8) and (12) give the relationship between the fictitious ionic activity coefficients (y+ , y-) and the observable mean activity coefficient y+. Although y+ and y-are physically unrealistic, they play an important role in the electrolyte theory. This is due to the fact that every electrolyte is completely dissociated at infite dilution, and in this case the true mole fractions of the free ions (xj+ and xj_ ) may be calculated according to eqn. (9). Knowing the concentrations of the free ions it is possible to develop a theoretical activity expression by means of statistical thermodynamics. These kinds of equations may give the ionic activities although they are not physically measurable.
In concentrated solutions the theoretical activity expressions will, however, fail to work because of significant ion -ion interaction, and some kind of correction has to be used. In our opinion the best way to make this correction is to express the mean ionic activity coefficient ( 
In the summations above, j may be any ionic component and i,k any ionic or molecular component.
VLE IN THE SYSTEM H20 -HCl -MgC12
In most of the temperature range of interest, this system consist of one subcritical (l-H20), one supercritical (2-HCl), and one solid component (3-MgC12).
The choice of suitable reference states then becomes quite difficult, but it appears to be convenient to use pure H20, HCl in azeotropic H20-HCl mixture (az) , and an infinite dilute solution of MgC12 in H20 (w) as reference solutions for the 3 components respectively. Since MgCl2 is nonvolatile the VLE criterion now becomes:
2 2 *** 'p2y2p = y2+x2+e2y2p2 -- for the system H20-HCl-MgC12 is shown in Fig. 3 
PARTIAL MOLAR ENTHALPIES FOR THE SYSTEM H,O-HCl-MgC12
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